In the digital VLSI cycle, logic transformations are often required to modify the design to meet different synthesis and optimization goals. Logic transformations on sequential circuits are hard to perform due to the vast underlying solution space. This paper proposes an SPFD-based sequential logic transformation methodology to tackle the problem with no sacrifice on performance. It first presents an efficient approach to construct approximate SPFDs (aSPFDs) for sequential circuits. Then, it demonstrates an algorithm using aSPFDs to perform the desirable sequential logic transformations using both combinational and sequential don't cares. Experimental results show the effectiveness and robustness of the approach.
Introduction
In the process of designing VLSI chips, small logic modifications are often needed to re-adjust a netlist for different goals. In design debugging [1] for example, the designer tries to rectify a circuit that failed verification. Once the source of the error(s) is localized, simple logic transformations are implemented on those locations to correct it. Another example is when implementing engineering changes; small specification changes have to be reflected at late stages of the design cycle for a design that has already been synthesized and optimized. In such cases, one seeks to apply a minimal set of modifications to achieve the changes [2] . Rewiring techniques for post-synthesis optimization also rely on logic transformations to improve design performance [3, 4] .
In all the cases discussed above, the logic transformations usually involve small changes on a few design nets. A full-blown synthesis step can be a resource intensive process and an unnecessary one, since existing synthesis tools may modify the design significantly, jeopardizing some of the engineering effort invested in it [5] . As such, dedicated automated tools that restructure the design minimally are desired to implement such logic transformations.
An automated logic restructuring methodology for combinational circuits is proposed in [6] . The method proposes a novel approach to construct Sets of Pairs of Functions to be Distinguished (SPFDs) using simulation. SPFDs were introduced by Yamashita et al. [7] and they provide additional degrees of flexibility during synthesis [7] [8] [9] . However, they may require prohibitive amounts of memory to manage when used for logic restructuring [9] . The work in [6] alleviates this by using simulation to approximate SPFDs when modifying combinational circuits. Results show that approximate SPFDs, or simply aSPFDs, provide a memory and run-time efficient alternative.
In this paper, an efficient aSPFD-based sequential logic transformation methodology is proposed. It applies a small set of modifications to the combinational part of sequential circuits to match a desired behavior. The advantage of the proposed methodology is that it avoids exploring the complete state space, which is usually one of the issues when dealing with sequential circuits [9] . The aSPFD allows us to explore only the portion of the state space that is important to carry out the transformation thus alleviating the state space explosion issue.
Nevertheless, generating aSPFDs of nodes in sequential circuits can still be computationally intensive. It may be necessary to translate aSPFDs between various input spaces due to temporal effects from different cycles in the sequential circuit. The proposed methodology presents an approach to construct aSPFDs without the need for state-space expansion. It also takes into account both combinational and sequential don't cares to attain further flexibilities in constructing the transformation. Extensive experiments in this paper demonstrate that aSPFDs can be used to restructure a sequential design with a small set of changes.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 further motivates the problem, presents notational conventions and gives background information on SPFDs and aSPFDs. The procedure to construct aSPFDs on sequential circuits is discussed in Section 3. The proposed sequential logic restructuring methodology utilizing aSPFDs is presented in Section 4. Experimental results are given in Section 5 followed by the conclusion in Section 6.
Background

Notation
In this work, we consider a sequential circuit with primary input set
Throughout this paper, the superscript of a symbol refers to the cycle of the unrolled circuit. For example, X 2 represents the set of the primary input in the second cycle. x 2 1 refers to the primary input x 1 in the second cycle. We also let symbol T i denote the i-th simulated cycle. An input vector sequence with k cycles is denoted as
Values for each vector represent logic values on the primary input only. We assume that initial state values are all at logic 0. However, the method can work for any set of initial state values.
Motivation and Prior Work
Sequential circuits can be hard to re-structure due to the presence of memory elements. Given a simulation input vector sequence, values of a node may depend on the states of the circuit from previous cycles. This can increase the complexity of the underlying analysis severely. There are two common practices to reduce the sequential temporal effects so that techniques that work on combinational circuits can be also applied onto sequential ones.
The first approach is reducing the sequential behavior of a circuit to a single-copy version of a combinational one by considering the outputs (inputs) of the registers as pseudo-primary inputs (outputs). The issue is that this approach can lead to dramatically sub-optional results because sequential don't cares such as unreachable states or equivalent state are not taken into account [10] .
Another common approach is modeling the circuit using the Iterative Logic Array (ILA) representation. In this case, one can "unroll" the design over time to maintain the state transition information [10, 11] . The side-effect is that the input vector space of the unrolled circuit grows exponentially, i.e. O(2 k ), where k is the number of times the circuit is unrolled. This can become computationally expensive for some methods such as SPFDs since the size of the representing data structures depends on the number of primary inputs.
Previous work on restructuring sequential circuits include [10] and [11] . Sinha et. al. [10] define sequential SPFDs and use them to optimize the sequential state encoding. To avoid the input vector space explosion described earlier, the method unrolls the circuit incrementally until no more useful information can be extracted. The authors conclude that the size of the input space remains a major challenge for some circuits. A formal technique to re-design a sequential circuit is proposed in [11] . It uses Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs) [12] to represent the Boolean relation of nodes and the state transitions. Since no experiments are presented, the scalability of the method remains unclear.
SPFD and aSPFD
SPFDs express the functional flexibility of a design [7] . The SPFD of a node defines pairs of minterms that have to be distinguished by the function of the node. A function distinguishes two minterms if it evaluates to different values under the minterms. The SPFD can be represented as a graph [13] , where vertices are minterms and edges connect minterms that need to be distinguished. The graph edges are also referred as the SPFD edges. For example, Figure 1 shows SPFDs of an OR gate. R c , the SPFD of the node c, consists of four vertices (minterms in terms of ab). Since OR gates evaluate to 0 only if both inputs are 0, R c contains edges between 00 and {01, 10, 11}, Similarly, R a (R b ) is the SPFD of the node a (b).
Let the SPFD of node l be represented as R l . SPFDs contain all the information that is necessary to synthesize the fanout network. For each node in a circuit, the SPFD of the node must be a subset of the union of the SPFDs of its fanins. Thus,
where node l o has m fanins {l 1 , · · · , l m }. Eq. 1 indicates that the information at a node has to be a subset of all the information at its fanins. For example, in Figure 1 , R c is indeed a subset of R a ∪ R b . Common approaches of computing SPFDs use BDDs and SAT. SPFD computations with BDDs [12] may need prohibitive amounts of memory for some circuits [9] . Computing SPFDs with SAT is memory efficient, but it can be computationally expensive since every edge in the SPFD of a node needs to be computed.
In [6] , SPFDs are approximated using simulation to reduce the memory requirements of their representation and also ease operations on them. The same work also demonstrates the applicability of approximate SPFDs (or aSPFDs) to compute appropriate logic transformations for combinational circuits. Essentially, an aSPFD represents a subset of edges of the original SPFD. The set of edges represented in an aSPFD can be suitably chosen according to the specific synthesis task at hand. Since logic transformations usually involve only a small portion of the circuit, aSPFDs with properly selected SPFD edges can contain enough information to carry out logic re-structuring accurately. After building an aSPFD, the work in [6] searches for a set of support nodes to implement the logic transformation at the netlist location of interest such that Eq. 1 is satisfied. Experiments in [6] demonstrate that using a set of 1000-2000 input vectors to choose the edges is effective for logic transformations in benchmark circuits.
Approximating Sequential SPFDs
The act of applying logic transformations is treated as a pair of "error/correction" operations in [6] . We follow this terminology here to ease the presentation. An "error" means a functional discrepancy between the desired specification and the current design where we seek a "correction" (i.e., the transformation itself) that rectifies it. We assume the location of the error, that is, the location of where the transformation should be applied, is known to our algorithm. We refer to such a location as the transformation node in the remaining paper.
To transform the current design into the desired specification, a new function that eliminates the observed discrepancy needs to be implemented at the transformation node. It is achieve by deriving an aSPFD at the node such that functions satisfying the aSPFD (i.e. a function that distinguishes all the SPFD edges in the aSPFD) can rectify the discrepancy in the circuit. Let R trans be the new aSPFD. Devising the transformation becomes a task of finding a set of nets that satisfies Eq. 1 for R trans . Then, those nets can serve as the new fan-ins to the transformation node. A fan-in network that satisfies R trans can be synthesized into a two-level AND-OR network by the procedure described in [8] . This becomes the new function at the transformation node. Therefore, to successfully apply the transformation, generating R trans that contains the necessary information of the required transformation is a crucial step.
Constructing Sequential aSPFDs
The technique proposed in [6] cannot be used directly to generate aSPFDs for sequential circuits. In a sequential circuit, the value of nets in the circuit at T i for some input vector sequences is a function of the initial state input and the sequence of the primary input vectors up to and
This implies that the space of minterm pairs that needs to be distinguished by the aSPFD at the transformation node is different across different cycles. For example, in Figure 2 (a), the value of l in T 2 is a function of s 1 , a 1 and a 2 . Hence, the R l in T 2 has to distinguish minterms in the space of {s 1 , a 1 , a 2 }.
The aSPFDs for the same net over different cycles are needed cumulatively to determine the logic transformation that has to be implemented at the erroneous node and they are all equally important. A valid transformation has to satisfy all those aSPFDs. Intuitively, the complexity of logic transformation can be greatly reduced if one "global" aSPFD that integrates all information stored in each individual aSPFD can be constructed. This makes it necessary to convert the aSPFDs into a unified input space. One way to achieve this goal is to translate all aSPFDs into a domain that is the superset of the complete input space, such as the one consisting of the initial state and the primary input from T 1 to T last . Although feasible, this approach may not be computationally desirable as it requires the use of formal techniques (BDDs or SAT) to perform the image computations [9, 13] .
Instead of translating aSPFDs into the largest input space, our approach generates aSPFDs over the input space {S ∪ X }. Although this might results in treating some of the sequential behavior as combinational behavior, it still offers more flexibility when compared to treating a sequential circuit as a pure combinational one. We determine the values of the state in each cycle for the given input vector sequences and generate a partially specified truth table of the new function that the transformation should obey. The truth table specifies the logic values for the new function under the simulated input vector sequences where minterm variables are taken from the set {S ∪ X }. The complete procedure of this step is further discussed in Section 3.2. Once the truth table is determined, the aSPFDs of the node can be determined by identifying its onset and offset sets. Let On(l) (O f f (l)) denote the onset (offset) of the node l. Then, R l necessitates that minterms in On(l) have to be distinguished from minterms in O f f (l). That is, R l contains an edge for each pair (a, b) ∈ {On(l) × O f f (l)} Recall that the aSPFD is an approximation of the SPFD. For a combinational circuit, it only explores the portion of the input space covered by the given input vectors. Similarly, aSPFDs for sequential circuits only consider states that are reachable during simulation of the given input vector sequences. Hence, in our approach, only reachable states are considered. By simulating input vector sequences, unreachable states are pruned out by construction reducing the state space analyzed. the correct response at o 1 should be 0 and net l is the transformation node. One can verify that if the values of l are 110 at cycles T 1 · · · T 3 , the discrepancy at o can be resolved, i.e. o 1 = 0. This gives the truth table of l (in terms of abs) stating that l evaluates to 1 under minterms {100, 011} and to 0 under {101}. We conclude that On(l) = {100, 011} and O f f (l) = {101}. The aSPFD of l contains two edges: (100, 101) and (011, 101).
Generating the Truth Table
In this section the procedure to generate the partial truth table of the new function at the transformation node is described. Note, the truth table contains only the values of the function under the minterms explored during simulation of the input vector sequences. This partial truth table is used to compute the value of the new function. DEFINITION 1. Given an input vector sequence, V , the expected trace of a node l is a sequence of values the function of l should evaluate for V after the transformation is implemented.
In other words, an expected trace defines the value of internal states and the function of the transformation. It can be extracted by formulating the circuit into a Boolean SAT problem and solving the problem with SAT solvers. The formulation is similar to the one presented in [1] . In summary, given a circuit, the input vectors V and the output responses Y , the solver tries to find an assignment to all the nodes in the circuit such that the values of the output of the circuit match Y under V . V and Y serve as the constraints to the SAT instance. An all-solution SAT solver can return all possible assignments that satisfy the instance.
The procedure GENERATETRUTHTABLE in Algorithm 1 gives the pseudo-code to calculate the expected trace and the truth table of transformation node l. The basic idea is to make l a new primary input (line 1.6) and let the SAT solver determine the value at l in each cycle such that the SAT instance is satisfied. LEMMA 1. Let C be a sequential circuit and l ∈ C denotes a logic transformation node candidate. If the values of the primary input X i equal the values of X j for any two cycles, (T i , T j ), and the values of the state S i equal the values of S j , the value of l i and l j are the same.
Proof: Nodes in a sequential circuit can be expressed as a manyto-one function in terms of the primary input (X ) and the state elements (S ), f : {{0, 1} |X |+|S | → {0, 1}}. Suppose, towards a contradiction, the lemma is not true. Then, there exists an input assignment I ∈ {0, 1} |X |+|S | such that f l (Î) = 0 at T i and f l (Î) = 1 at T j . Since the logic transformations discussed here do not add/remove a state input, k ← the length of V 8:
for all (i, j) | 0 < i, j < k, i = j do 10:
if
In order to comply with Lemma 1, additional constraints are added to the SAT instance. For every pair of (T i , T j ) when the primary input vectors are the same, a checker that ensures l i and l j have the same value when the states at these two cycles are the same is added to the SAT instance (line 1.11). If the SAT solver can find a valid assignment satisfying the resulting SAT instance, the values assigned to l is the desired expected trace that can be used to construct the aSPFD.
For the given input sequences and the expected output responses, there can exist multiple expected traces that satisfy the SAT instance. Those traces may cause conflicts in the new truth table at the transformation node, i.e. different logic values are assigned for the same minterm. In the following discussion, we explain the cases under which such a conflict can arise. LetÊ 1 andÊ 2 represent two expected traces returned by the SAT solver. Assume a conflict occurs for minterm M between the assignment toÊ 1 at cycle T i and the assignment toÊ 2 at cycle T j . Then, one of the two cases below is true.
• The output responses and the states at cycle T i + 1 forÊ 1 and T j + 1 forÊ 2 are the same. This implies that the value of the transformation node under M does not affect the output response or the next state. Hence, M is a combinational don't care. Identifying these don't cares is desirable as it can reduce the number of minterm pairs required to be distinguished in aSPFDs.
• The output responses and/or the next states are different. This can happen when the circuit has multiple state transition paths for the same initial transitions. Since our analysis is bounded by the length of the input vector sequences, it may not process enough cycles to differentiate those different paths. As the result, multiple assignments are valid within the bounded cycle range and they can cause conflicting assignments to the transformation node. Since the algorithm does not have enough information to distinguish the correct assignment, we consider the minterm M in this case to be a don't care as well. Figure 3 shows an example of a scenario where the second case outlined above can arise. Let l be the transformation node. The graph defines a state transition diagram for a single-output design that depends on the value of l. The condition for the state transition is labeled on the edge and the value of the output is indicated below the state. Assume the design starts at S 0 . It takes at least three cycles to differentiate the transition Path a and Path b . If the circuit is only unrolled for two cycles, both paths will seem the same. Consequently, l can be 0 or 1 in S 0 .
As evident from the discussion above, it will be necessary to consider all the expected traces returned by the SAT solver to generate the truth table for the transformation. To perform this task effectively, the line 14 in Algorithm 1 has to be extended with the following steps:
1. Obtain all solutions to the SAT instance with the SAT solver.
2. Extract minterms in the {S ∪ X } space and expected traces from the solutions.
Update the truth table of the transformation node. Minterms at
cycles where values of expected traces are conflicted are considered as don't cares. EXAMPLE 2. Returning to Example 1, here we show how to generate the expected trace of l. The first step is to make l into a primary input as shown in Figure 2 (b) and then construct a SAT instance representing the design. Values shown next to the primary output are the respective correct output response. Because the set of primary input (a, b) has the value (1, 0) at T 1 and T 3 , we add constraints to the SAT instance such that if s 1 and s 3 have the same value, lines l 1 and l 3 must have the same value as well. The value 110 is returned by the SAT solver as the expected trace of l.
One can verify that without the additional constraints, the assignment 100 to (l 1 , l 2 , l 3 ) can also satisfy the given output response. However, in this case, abs at T 1 and T 3 are both 100, but l 1 and l 3 have opposite values. This is not a valid expected trace since it can cause a conflicting assignment in the truth table of l. It should be noted that don't cares can only arise due to conflicts across different expected traces.
Logic Changes with Sequential aSPFDs
In this section, we present an aSPFD-based technique to re-structure the combinational circuitry of sequential designs. It uses input vector sequences to generate aSPFDs (as described in the previous section) that guide synthesis for the resulting transformation.
We explain the complete sequential transformation procedure by presenting an example. Given a sequential circuit, C orig , as shown in Figure 4(a) , assume the goal is to remove wire (d, l) (the dotted line). Let C mod denote the circuit where wire (d, l) is removed. Three input vector sequences that detect the "error" in C mod are listed in Table 1 , each of which comprises of three cycles [3] . The initial value of the state s is set to 0. Assume that l is the transformation node. The procedure to perform an appropriate logic transformation at l is as follows:
1. Call GENERATETRUTHTABLE in Algorithm 1 to obtain the truth table of the new function at l. The table is shown in Table 2 . According to the table, O f f (l) = {000, 001, 100} and On(l) = {010, 110, 111}. R l contains six minterms and those in On(l) have to be distinguished from minterms in O f f (l) ( Figure 5(a) ). The black (white) nodes indicate that l has a logic value 1(0) when the labeled minterm is applied. The dotted nodes refer to don't cares or minterms that are not explored by the input vectors.
3. Construct the aSPFDs of remaining nets in the design via simulation. The circuit is simulated with minterms and the values of l defined in the truth table for one cycle. This allows us to obtain the truth table of the nets after the transformation. Then, the onset/offset of each remaining net can be determined and used to construct its aSPFD.
4. Remove edges of R l that are included in the aSPFDs of fanins of l. According to Eq. 1, the remaining edges are missing information for l in C mod . In our example only the edge (001, 010) (the dotted line in the figure) is not a part of aSPFDs of fanins of l.
5. Search for additional wires such that Eq. 1 is fulfilled. The greedybased procedure similar to the one in [6] is used. The algorithm iteratively selects a wire whose aSPFD contains most SPFD edges of R l until all edges are covered. Here, the SPFD edge (001, 010) is contained in R b ( Figure 5(b) ). Thus, b is qualified as the additional input to l. The resulting design is shown in Figure 4 (b).
It should be noted that, just like in combinational aSPFDs [6] , the penalty of using aSPFD to re-structure the design is that the resulting circuit needs to be verified. This is because an aSPFD does not contain all minterm pairs that it needs to distinguish but only those excited by the input vector sequence. Hence, using aSPFDs for logic transformations necessitates a verification step after the transformation. Since the structural changes are incremental, a full blown verification step may not be required and other faster proof methods can be used [3, 14] .
Because the algorithm selects minterms based on the given input vector sequences, it may characterize a minterm as a don't care if it is not exercised by those sequences. In such a case, the proposed approach may fail to find a logic transformation that passes verification. Since the verification tool will return a counter-example, this can be added to the input vector sequences and the algorithm can be re-executed to find new transformation(s).
On the other hand, the input vector sequences may not provide all the information for the don't care space of the design. In this case, the algorithm will accidentally specify a well defined logic value for a minterm which is essentially a don't care. The following lemma shows that in those cases, there is no loss in the final resolution of the solution.
Our experimental results indicate that our methods derives transformations using sequential aSPFDs that most of them pass verification, thereby proving the efficacy of the proposed approach.
LEMMA 2. Given two aSPFD, R i and R j . Let R i ⊂ R j . Any functions that satisfy R j also satisfy R i .
Proof: Suppose, toward a contradiction, that this is not true. Then, there exists a function, F, that satisfies R j , but it does not satisfy R i . This implies that F fails to distinguish at least one minterm pair required by R i . Because R i is a subset of R j , such minterm pair must exist in R j as well. Thus, F cannot satisfy R j . By contradiction, all functions that satisfy R j have to satisfy R i .
In our approach, the aSPFDs may contain minterm pairs that are not required to be distinguished due to lack of information from the input vectors. According to Lemma 2, the transformations returned can still correct the design.
Experiments
This section presents the empirical results using ISCAS'89 benchmarks. The diagnosis algorithm from [1] is used to identify the location of the transformation node and zChaff [15] is the underlying SAT solver. Experiments are conducted on a Core 2 Duo 2.4GHz processor with 4GB of memory. Runtimes are reported in seconds.
In our experimental setup, three different complexities of modifications are injected in the original benchmark. Experiments involve correcting those changes to test the performance of our algorithm. The location and the types of modifications are randomly selected. Simple complexity modifications (suffix "s") involve the addition/deletion of a single wire or a gate type replacement. Moderate complexity modifications (suffix "m") on a gate include additions/deletions of multiple fanin wires and a gate type change. The final complexity modifications, complex (suffix "c"), inject multiple simple complexity modifications in the fanin cone of a gate.
In the first set of the experiment, 500 input vector sequences, each of which with a length of 10 cycles, are used. A bounded sequential equivalent checking [16] is used to verify the correctness of the transformation. It verifies the resulting design against the original design within a finite number of cycles. In our experiment, this bound is set to 10 cycles. If the transformation fails, the process is iterated for a maximum of 30 times. Results are summarized in Table 3 .
The name of the original benchmark and the complexity of the modification injected are shown in Column 1. The overall result is summarized in the last row of the table. Numbers in Column 2-5 are the sum of results from 5 experiments/circuit, while those in the remaining columns are averages. The number of transformation locations returned by the diagnosis are reported in Column 2. The formal method in [17] is utilized to answer with certainty whether there exists a modification that corrects the design at those locations. In detail, that method does not return the actual transformation but indicates whether some amount of transformation may or may not correct the design at the particular location. These results are reported in Column 3 and they are used as the metric to measure the effectiveness of the proposed methodology.
The next column shows the total number of locations where a valid transformation is identified. A valid transformation is the one that passes verification. We also define the correction hit rate as the ratio of the number of locations with a valid transformation to the total number of locations. The hit rate is recorded in Column 5. Taking s510 s as an example, there are 12 locations can be corrected in the five experiments; our algorithm can find a valid transformation for nine of them. The hit rate in this case is 75% (9 out of 12).
From the table, one can see that our algorithm is able to correct 14 out of 18 test cases. For each individual case, the correction hit rate can go up to 83%. Overall, our algorithm successfully identifies transformations for 38% of the locations. The reason why the algorithm fails to correct some of the locations is because the input vectors do not provide enough information to generate a good aSPFD. As discussed in Section 4, this occurs when the algorithm characterizes a minterm as a don't care when this minterm is not exercised by the input vectors. Consequently, the resulting transformation does not distinguish all necessary minterm pairs that are required to correct the design.
Columns 6-9 summarize the results when a transformation that passes verification is found. Column 6 contains the average of the number of additional wires selected to construct the transformation. Overall the number of additional wires is limited to three, which suggests that the transformations only alter the design with small changes, a desirable characteristic. One may notice that the number is less than one in some cases. This is because there are cases where no additional wire is required to construct the transformation. The average runtime is recorded in Column 7. Column 8 shows the percentage of transformations that pass verification when the first valid transformation is returned by the algorithm. In most cases, the first transformation is a valid solution. This shows that aSPFDs is a good metric to prune out invalid solutions. Then, those transformations are checked whether they could be the solutions of the approach proposed in [6] . This is carried out by performing combinational equivalent checking between the transformed circuit and the reference. Note that transformations identified by [6] tain the state assignments, since the method treats registers as pseudoprimary inputs/outputs. If two designs are not combinational equivalent, it means that the transformation changes the state assignments. Therefore, the transformation will be pruned out by [6] . Overall, 80% of the valid transformations are uniquely identified by the proposed methodology as shown in Column 8. Next, the algorithm is extended to find at most five transformations that pass verification. Column 10 contains the average number of valid transformations and the next column has the average number of additional wires selected for the new logic. In most cases, the algorithm is not able to find more transformations that pass verification, a fact that indicates the challenge of the problem. Finally, the percentage of transformations that pass verification and the percentage of transformations that are uniquely identified by the proposed methodology are shown in the last two columns.
In the final set of the experiments, we investigate the performance of the transformation with various sizes of the input vector sequences. We use four sizes: 100, 200, 500 and 700. All have a length of 10 cycles and the algorithm searches for one valid transformation. Figure 6 shows the correction hit rate for varies vector sizes. One can see that the hit rate is increased as the size of input vectors increases. This is expected since more vectors provide more information for the aSPFD and the chance that the algorithm incorrectly characterizes a minterm as a don't care is reduced. We also see that for all types of error complexity, the hit rate of the cases where 200 vectors are used is close to the rate of those with 500 vectors. This suggests that small number of input vectors is sufficient for an acceptable solution.
Although using a larger set of input vectors can improve the correction hit rate, the penalty is that the algorithm needs to utilize more computational resources to analyze the problem. The average runtime of each case is depicted in Figure 7 . It shows a two-fold increase overall when the size of the vector set increases from 200 to 500 vectors. Finally, Figure 8 shows the percentage of transformation that passes verification. We see that cases with 100 input vectors have the lowest rate. This is because with fewer vectors the aSPFD contains fewer minterm pairs to be distinguished. As a result, there are more nets that can satisfy Eq. 1 to construct the transformation. However, most of them do not pass verification. Overall, with 200 or more input vectors, the algorithm is able to find a transformation that passes verification by the first few iterations.
Conclusion
A simulation-based aSPFD-driven algorithm for sequential logic transformation is presented. The algorithm utilizes aSPFDs to efficiently construct transformations. A procedure to construct aSPFDs for sequential circuits is also outlined in this work. It alleviates the input space explosion and computation issue by using simulation to select states that are important to restructuring construction. Experimental results demonstrate the performance of the proposed work. The algorithm is able to find transformations for up to 83% of the testcases. An analysis also shows that the correction hit rate can be improved if more input vectors are provided.
